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Abstract. In this brief note, we introduce the new, emerging sub-discipline of iso-fractals by highlighting and discussing the
preliminary results of recent works. First, we note the abundance of fractal, chaotic, non-linear, and self-similar structures in
nature while emphasizing the importance of studying such systems because fractal geometry is the language of chaos. Second,
we outline the iso-fractal generalization of the Mandelbrot set to exemplify the newly generated Mandelbrot iso-sets. Third,
we present the cutting-edge notion of dynamic iso-spaces and explain how a mathematical space can be iso-topically lifted
with iso-unit functions that (continuously or discretely) change; in the discrete case examples, we mention that iteratively
generated sequences like Fibonacci’s numbers and (the complex moduli of) Mandelbrot’s numbers can supply a deterministic
chain of iso-units to construct an ordered series of (magnified and/or de-magnified) iso-spaces that are locally iso-morphic.
Fourth, we consider the initiation of iso-fractals with Inopin’s holographic ring (IHR) topology and fractional statistics for
2D and 3D iso-spaces. In total, the reviewed iso-fractal results are a significant improvement over traditional fractals because
the application of Santilli’s iso-mathematics arms us an extra degree of freedom for attacking problems in chaos. Finally, we
conclude by proposing some questions and ideas for future research work.
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Chaos theory is the behavioral study of dynamical systems that are highly sensitive to initial conditions [1, 2]. In a
chaotic dynamical system, minuscule differences in initial conditions inevitably yield expansively divergent outcomes,
which generally renders the long-term predictability of such systems impossible [1, 2]. The abundance of chaos in
nature is becoming more evident [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and the patterns exemplified in such complex, non-linear systems are
widely examined in disciplines like mathematics [5, 7, 8], physics [9, 10, 11], gravitation and cosmology [12, 13],
astrophysics [14, 15], chemistry [16, 17, 18], biology [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], neuro-science [27, 28, 29],
medicine [30, 31], computation [32, 33, 34], cryptology [35, 36, 37], economics [38, 39], and warfare [40, 41, 42]. In
general, chaos theory has substantially improved our scientific comprehension of phenomena ranging from turbulence
to structural dynamics [1, 2, 40, 43] which applies to, for example, aquatic ecosystems [44], weather [45], black
holes [9], the cosmic microwave background [13], galaxy distributions [14, 15], population biology [19], viruses and
pathogens [20], cancers and genetics [21, 46], military strategy [40, 41, 42], volcanoes [47], earthquakes [48, 49], and
the global stock market [38]. Hence, it is crucial to scrutinize such phenomenon from diverse perspectives and attack
chaotic problems from multiple directions.

Now a paramount and fundamental fact to know is that fractals are the language of chaos theory [50, 51, 52].
Thus, if we wish to gain applicable knowledge and advance our scientific awareness of chaos and nature, then it is
surely logical to study, develop, and upgrade fractal geometry via the scientific method in order to equip ourselves
with a suitable language for further characterizing self-similar patterns and power laws in the universe. Moreover, one
must also note that incredibly complex fractal, chaotic, non-linear, and self-similar structures can be generated on a
computer with relatively simple iterated functions [5, 6]; in our opinion, this cornerstone relation between simplicity
and complexity delivers fractal geometry as an appealing candidate for the study and application of chaotic dynamical
systems and power law functions. Hence, in this extended abstract, we start by highlighting some key aspects of
recent, preliminary work that sparks the new, emerging sub-discipline of iso-fractals [53, 54, 55], where Santilli’s
iso-mathematics [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] is introduced to the domain of fractals and chaos.

In Ref. [53], the authors computationally generate the planet’s first iso-fractal, namely the Mandelbrot iso-set, which
is an iso-mathematical [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] generalization of the famous Mandelbrot set [5, 6]. For this, Mandelbrot’s



FIGURE 1. A depiction of the experimental results of Ref. [53], where the five distinct iso-unit impact variations for r̂ =
1
2 ,

3
4 ,1,

4
3 ,2 are displayed. In the control case of r̂ = 1 the traditional Mandelbrot set is restored (the middle graphic), whereas

for r̂ = 1
2 ,

3
4 ,

4
3 ,2 the locally iso-morphic Mandelbrot iso-sets are generated and the scale-deformation and boundary-deformation

effects are exemplified [53]. In the top row the values for r̂ are listed and in the bottom row the Mandelbrot iso-sets [53] are
displayed.

well known complex quadratic polynomial [5, 6]

zn+1 = z2
n + c (1)

is first iso-topically lifted [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] in the procedure of Ref. [53] to define Mandelbrot’s new iso-complex
quadratic polynomial as [53]

ẑn+1 = ẑ2
n + ĉ (2)

from eq. (7) of Ref. [53], where the zn× zn multiplication of eq. (1) is replaced with the ẑn ×̂ ẑn iso-multiplication
of eq. (2) via the procedure of Ref. [53], such that the positive-definite iso-unit r̂ > 0 (with its corresponding inverse
k̂ = 1

r̂ ) is selected and applied in accordance to Santilli’s iso-topic liftings [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Next, the algorithm for
eq. (2) is programmed into a computer and the experiment is conducted for the five distinct iso-units r̂ = 1

2 ,
3
4 ,1,

4
3 ,2 in

eq. (8) of Ref. [53] to computationally generate the five resulting Mandelbrot iso-set instances of Figure 1 in order to
give a preliminary assessment of the resulting iso-topic lifting impact on eq. (2) when r̂ is varied [53]. As we observe
in the preliminary iso-unit impact variation results of Figure 1, the iso-topic liftings [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] impose (at
least) two general topological effects [53]:

1. scale-deformation, where the fractal is magnified (“zoom-in”) or de-magnified (“zoom-out”) [53]; and
2. boundary-deformation, where the relative position of the fractal boundaries and sequence divergence rates are

restructured [53].

Hence, the initial scale-deformation and boundary-deformation results (as displayed in Figure 1) identified in the
experiments [53] prove that the Mandelbrot set “control case” of eq. (1) can be generalized with iso-mathematics
[56, 57, 58, 59, 60] for 0 < r̂ 6= 1 to create the new locally iso-morphic Mandelbrot iso-sets of eq. (2), where in
the control case of r̂ = 1 the traditional Mandelbrot set is restored. Therefore, the said Mandelbrot iso-sets [53] are
significantly more general than typical Mandelbrot sets because the iso-unit [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] serves as an extra
degree of freedom to work with [53]—this iso-mathematical generalization is an improvement that broadens and
strengthens the chaotic analysis by initiating an enhanced classification and demystification of such complex systems
[53].

Now Santilli showed that the iso-units can be a number of different mathematical constructions, including positive-
definite functions that vary [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Hence, in Ref. [54] the author focused on this notion and deployed
Santilli’s iso-unit functions [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] to construct and investigate dynamic iso-spaces, which are iso-spaces
[56, 57, 58, 59, 60] built with dynamic iso-topic liftings that are characterized by iso-unit functions that vary over
“time”; so if r̂ is the iso-unit, n is the time (or nth iteration index), and f (n) is the iso-unit function, then we have [54]

r̂ = f (n)> 0 and κ̂ =
1
r̂

(3)

in generic form. In this preliminary exploration [54], both the continuous and discrete cases were considered but the
primary focus was on discrete dynamic iso-topic liftings with a direct application to fractal and self-similar structures.



Hence, the iso-unit function of eq. (3) can be continuous or discrete, depending on the application context [54]. For
this, two simple examples were presented and defined [54]:

1. a Fibonacci dynamic iso-space is a discrete dynamic iso-space that is iso-topically lifted [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] with
the positive-definite, ever-increasing Fibonacci sequence iso-unit values [54]

r̂ ∈ { f (1) = 1, f (2) = 1, f (3) = 2, f (4) = 3, f (5) = 5, f (6) = 8, f (7) = 13, ... } (4)

and
2. a Mandelbrot dynamic iso-space is a discrete dynamic iso-space that is iso-topically lifted with the positive-

definite complex number moduli of Mandelbrot set points (or “Mandelbrot numbers”) [54]

r̂ ∈ { f (n) = |zn|, f (n+1) = |zn+1|, f (n+2) = |zn+2|, f (n+3) = |zn+3|, ... }, (5)

which are sequentially generated by iterating Mandelbrot’s complex quadratic polynomial [5, 6] of eq. (1), such
that |zn| is the modulus of the nth complex number zn.

The central idea here is that the iso-units returned by the iso-unit functions of eqs. (4–5) can be utilized to iso-topically
lift [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] a space X via the sequential iterations

X → X1→ X2→ X3→ X4→ ...→ Xn→ ..., (6)

which can also be reversed when the iso-unit inverses are iso-topically applied [54] because all such instances are
locally iso-morphic. If the Fibonacci case of eq. (4) is applied to X , then the ever-increasing Fibonacci iso-units will
always magnify it, whereas if the Mandelbrot case of eq. (5) is applied to X , then sometimes it will be magnified and
other times it will be de-magnified. Furthermore, it is interesting to inquire the following: can the Fibonacci case of
eq. (4)—or some variation of it—be deployed to model some ever-expanding, ever-accelerating, spiral-like aspects of
the universe?

Finally, we highlight the preliminary iso-fractal work of Ref. [55] (and suggest some possible ideas for future
exploration), where Santilli’s iso-mathematics [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] is initiated to iso-fractals in 2D and 3D versions
of the IHR topology [61]. In short, the 2D IHR topology [55, 61] is a 2D/complex space X (i.e. Riemann surface or
similar compatible structure) equipped with 2D Cartesian-polar generalized coordinate-vectors, where from eq. (16)
in Ref. [55] the topological 1-sphere IHR

T 1 = {~x ∈ X : |~x|= r} (7)

of amplitude-radius r (and corresponding curvature κ = 1
r ) is centered on the origin and iso-metrically embedded

in X , such that T 1 ⊂ X is a scaled Riemannian circle that simultaneously delineates the disjoint “micro-space zone”
X− ⊂ X and the “macro-space zone” X+ ⊂ X [55, 61] in accordance to the 2D holographic version of M.C. Escher’s
famous reflecting sphere and duality [62]. Since X is a complex space it was discussed [55] that 2D fractals such as
the Mandelbrot set [5, 6] could be populated in X . Moreover, given the said IHR topology with X− ∪T 1 ∪X+ = X
[55, 61], it would be interesting to see if a “micro” Mandelbrot set [5, 6] could be computationally generated in X− and
a corresponding “macro” Mandelbrot set [5, 6] could be generated in X+, with respect to an Escher reflection [55, 61]
over T 1. Furthermore, we know that such fractals [5, 6] can be iso-topically lifted [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] to iso-fractals
[53, 54, 55] and that self-similar, chaotic structures can be expressed in terms of fractional quantities, therefore we
propose the following question: if the IHR topology of X [55, 61] is equipped with fractional statistics like in Ref. [61],
can such fractional quantities be connected to iso-fractals and power laws with iso-topic liftings [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]?
Is there a direct physical application? Moreover, for a generalization from 2D to 3D, if we consider a topological
2-sphere IHR T 2 from eq. (33) in Ref. [55], such that T 1 ⊂ T 2 becomes the great circle of T 2 ⊂ Y in the 3D space
Y , then we present an additional question: can the 2D fractional statistics and 2D iso-fractals in X be generalized or
“projected” to Y for a 3D case? In our opinion, these should be interesting questions to follow-up on in near future
research because fractional statistics, fractals, and chaos are abundant in the universe.
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